
Dear all,  

 

Do you find international issues fascinating? Would you like to travel abroad, experience 

exotic cultures and make new friends? Do you desire a challenging yet rewarding opportunity 

to hone your personal abilities like public speaking, negotiating, and conflict resolution? Are 

you passionate about development of global citizenship and fostering of spirit of youth 

pioneering?  

 

If any of your answers to the above questions is YES, you shall not miss out any 

opportunities that The University of Hong Kong Model United Nations (HKUMUN) shall 

offer! 

 

HKUMUN is a newly established student body, committing itself to the training of HKU 

students into outstanding delegates and well preparing them to fruitful participation in various 

international MUN conferences, among which the Harvard World Model United Nations 

(Harvard WorldMUN) being the current major target. 

 

Founded in 1991, the Harvard WorldMUN has blossomed into one of the most prestigious 

college-level Model UN conferences throughout the world, with its footprint already left in 

twenty-three cities on six continents.  

 

The 24th session of Harvard WorldMUN will be held in Seoul from 16th to 20th March, 2015. 

We are now recruiting passionate candidates to become our potential delegates. Successful 

applicants will be provided extensive training opportunities in various forms including 

MUN101, research meetings, special workshops, and pre-conference simulations, etc.  

 

Participants will be entitled to partial subsidy from Office of International Student Exchange 

(OISE). Interested graduate students are also highly welcome yet they are not eligible for the 

official subsidy. 

 

Candidates with a long-term commitment to MUN issues are also welcome to apply to join us 

as one of the HKUMUN executive committee members. 

 

If you wish to realize your passion and potential, this is a really brilliant opportunity not to be 

missed! Please JOIN us in this exciting and rewarding journey, to experience, to learn, to 

think, to express, to communicate, and hopefully, to make a difference to the world for the 

better! 

 



APPLY NOW at: http://www.hkumun.org/jointeam! 

  

Should you have any enquiry, please do not hesitate to check our website and Facebook page 

at: http://www.hkumun.org and http://www.facebook.com/hkumun respectively, or contact us 

through email: info@hkumun.org.  
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